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Mr. Kelvin Macdonald FAcSS, FRTPI, CIH
Lead Member of the Examining Authority,
The Planning Inspectorate
Manston Airport Case Team
National Infrastructure Planning
Temple Quay House,
2 The Square,
Bristol BS1 6PN

Our PINS Reference Numbers 20014582 and 20014588
19th June 2019
Dear Sir,
Public Examination of the River Oak DCO: Our ‘Interested Parties’ Constructive Alternative
London Kent International Airport and London East Kent Coast Airport (Manston) Limited
As Airport Development Director, I write on behalf of myself and my three Thanet resident coDirectors (as below) and to complain in some written detail hereunder. This serious complaint is
attributable largely to your foolishly patronizing myself and others, absent any unnecessary silk
leadership for presentation. I am a senior founder member of the Compulsory Purchase
Association and a Chartered Surveyor and Valuer, within the RICS Planning and Development
Division, from its inception. Having qualified by study at Polytechnics, now three universities. My
lifelong study of transport infrastructure and land use commenced later and early in 15 years of
public land acquisitions and industrial estate management at County Hall in London, of the
LCC/GLC/ILEA. That included frequent Defined Site selections for all Council purposes and land
purchases chiefly by agreement or by CPOs. I made several Appearances as Principal Council
Expert Witness in the Lands Tribunal, the Courts and various Public Inquiries.
As a Senior Visiting Fellow in Town Planning and Housing of the Cambridge University
Department of Land Economy you may need to know that some of my contemporaries and
trainees of the GLC Valuation Department became well-known Land Economy lecturers and
whilst I seldom lectured, I have published many professional and technical papers. Firstly, my
invited 1973 dissertation on housing and planning reform for the Heath Government, entitled
“Putting the House in Order – A Fresh Approach” of some 12,500 words and much abridged for
“controversial” RICS publication in June 1974. Later, it formed the bedrock of many sweeping
changes of planning and property legislation, under the Thatcher Government – all having stood
the test of time – eg Surplus Land Registers; Right-to-Buy; Leasehold Valuation Tribunals and
then very controversial new payments for Planning and Building Applications which produced
some £80 million in Council fees during the first year by replacing the much-abused previous free

council planning services for developers.
Latterly, a very wide-ranging and well-received modern review edition in the IRRV Valuer
Magazine of June 2016, proposed (inter alia) a new-style proportionate 50% Land Incremental
Value Added Tax; being a workable revived form of old-fashioned Town & Country Planning Act
1947 Development Charges; but ring-fenced for local owner payments, for half their capital
value increases from new local stations and other infrastructure benefits. The incentive cap of
50% of capital value uplifts, should bring about owners’ and developers’ ready participation
instead of constant wangling with Councils and Revenue.
Our London Kent International Airport expansion scheme, has a multi-disciplinary approach (see
notes on Revision 31 drawing) and I attended your first open day of Hearings in the Margate
Winter Gardens and recently much of your Friday 7 June Hearings at Discovery Park.
As before, I/we object strongly to our unique Manston Airport expansion plans being airily and
intentionally “No-platformed “ by derisory time allocations from yourself, having given PINS
written advance notice on 3 June of our perceived need for open presentation of our  
comprehensive redevelopment solutions of low-cost all-purpose airport expansion, on the vast
uninhabited agricultural flood plain of Ash Level, within Dover District Council jurisdiction.
Now, after consultations with Peter Moore (retired leading Ramsgate Solicitor) and others I/we
object to such unbalanced legal conduct of this Public Inquiry by the Examining Authority.
While allowing all “Interested Parties”, a strict three minutes only for oral representations,
regardless of seeking or finding factual content. Yet conversely, you allow unlimited public
platform time, to the most persistent airport opponents:- Stone Hill Park (SHP) with Dame Ann
Gloag and to the local planning authority, Thanet District Council (TDC) led now by Mr. Ian
Livingston, a Council legal officer. Also possibly ill-informed Ramsgate Town Council.
Wrongly, during Friday 7 June, you stated openly and contrary to English law, that your public
examination was confined to the River Oak DCO scheme; consequently disregarding my
particular previous written submissions, citing the Supreme Court Judgment (in terms) in the
Mosely case (see annexes). Thereafter, all Inspectors at all Public Inquiries must take into
account any Objectors’ alternative proposals and above-all those Inspectors must not act merely
conveniently, so as to go through the motions of proper attention. For avoidance of doubt and
annexed hereto are face sheets etc of certain landmark Planning Law Judgments, to which I
referred previously. Again sent together with my earlier shorter selection of copies from my
wider written submissions, but without prejudice to the remainder with you already.
Furthermore, there arerelevant land valuation case law Judgments per Lord Denning such as in
Lotus & Delta v Culverwell (VO) CA “All evidence is in, but it goes to weight”. Moreover, two very
recent conjoined Court of Appeal Judgments (in Romaine and Zafar) are warning all reckless
Expert Witnesses to tell the truth or face prison.
Nevertheless, in your consideration of the River Oak DCO scheme; you are following still, the
now-overruled restrictive practices of countless earlier Public Inquiry Inspectors; so as
preferentially to consider only the promoters’ limited scheme before you and perhaps
conveniently, to cut-out attention to our far more extensive and productive alternative. That
restrictive practice method arose originally from the chaotic laissez-faire of mid-19th Century
anti-planning, for countless private railway Bills under the Lands Clauses (Consolidation) Act
1845 and the Railways Clauses (Consolidation) Act 1845. Indeed only a few years ago as to
Manston itself previously, the very fair Inspector, of the Lydd/London Ashford Airport Public
Inquiry, held that he himself was so restricted, whilst accepting (on the face of his Report) that

the already existing larger Manston Airport (as in evidence adduced by the RSPB and others)
offered a superior readymade aviation case. Those customary negative methods were
supported by prominent Kent County Councillors, possibly with business connections to Lydd;
whilst bizarrely they preferred overcrowded inland Gatwick Airport’s 100% expansion plans, to
Manston Airport retention on the East Kent Coast.
Surely however, the whole point of your wide-ranging DCO examination method, is to bring out
the full truth of everybody’s positions and preferably to reach a sound public consensus before
recommendations to the Secretary of State. Whereas in contrast (as years ago, in typical Town
Planning Seminars) I perceive “Structured Debate”, inviting selected persons questions and
speeches, before reaching preference conclusions. In fact for a generation or more, the DfT has
been overlooking Manston’s East Kent Coast position as the best airport location in South-East
England, with ample unused coastal air routes and no need at all to overfly the Home Counties
and Greater London, causing widespread unnecessary noise and air pollution.
Whereas, a fully incisive examination and exposure of our long-researched low-cost Manston
Airport expansion scheme, to improve upon the circumscribed DCO, should allay many
misconceptions and fears. Perhaps also informing better, some reasonable people grouping
within such as “No Night Flights”, whose main environmental impact concerns we share.
Helpfully laudable are your Planning Inspectors’ meticulous attention to detailed adverse
submissions by SHP and TDC and the fair-and-reasonable responses of Michael Humphries QC,
for River Oak as promoters. Indeed, were there to be a conjoined or extended or supplementary
Public Inquiry for our Manston Airport Expansion (see below) many of your Development Control
findings might well be adapted and adopted therein “off the shelf”. That may be conducive to
achieving the fairly similar airport development time-frames of both River Oak and ourselves,
now to 2022.
However, time is going by and at least interim Civic Design layout answers are appropriate. We
do not expect you to propose immediately to alter River Oak’s DCO as such; but you can allude
to and/or recommend consideration of either some expansion of the DCO itself, or of a collateral
CPO, of Dover District Council (and outwith TDC) which largely is my preferred option now.
Before any interim findings and conclusions (as foreshadowed by you) we request you to pay full
attention to a series of important issues, errors and possible pitfalls; rather than leaving it to us
complaining afterwards. For if you do make mistakes (and regardless of whom may benefit)
almost any person could mount final legal challenges and certainly not only the implacable SHP
and TDC. So I list below several outstanding issues of concern to ourselves, for your further
examination and review of solutions and above-all before you reach any final conclusions:1. When I attended at the outset, in Margate Winter Gardens Counsel for SHP questioned the
competence of your examining authority, and your compulsory purchase and compensation
experience; which was not noticeably answered by you. Although I was not present on 5th June
when River Oak’s well-known CPO expert Colin Smith gave evidence, I point out that my firm
(WMF/JGW) has extensive previous local CPO knowledge and experience. But fortunately on 7
June, I had brought with me for you, my brief written rebuttal of any ill-advised SHP Hope Value
compensation claims (which does not preclude any future dealings with Dame Ann Gloag).
Whether they like it or not both SHP and herself enjoy a solid original and subsisting Crown
Airfield consent, which they have damaged wantonly, by their repeated asset stripping and
boundary changes outwith planning law. In view of that SHP cannot support any Hope Value
compensation claims on possibly novel grounds of turning to some very odd attempted airport

abandonment propositions, absent any formal Change of Full Planning Permission (Pioneer
Aggregates and Hughes cases).
2. Meanwhile, since before 2014, TDC planning department supported the SHP scheme directly
or indirectly, whilst also undermining any airport retention and/or restoration. Nevertheless,
these same biased TDC opponents presume (as if of right) to be appointed to supervise any
possibly favourable River Oak DCO outcome of your Inquiry. For such supervision, TDC are
singularly unfit, having regard to their previous local planning authority failures of duty, in not
using their powers of enforcement and thus tacitly supporting neglect. The Secretary of State
should be advised fully, as to palpable TDC Municipal negligence and/or wilful evasion, such as of
unauthorised Planning Unit boundary changes and casual but previously vital internal
demolitions of Avionics especially by and for the current airport owners. Consequently, TDC
supervision as a potential Discharging Authority should not be recommended to the Secretary of
State. In direct contrast, the DfT could appoint a truly independent airport supervisory body (on
the lines of a small site-specific development corporation) and with only consultation rights for
TDC and likewise KCC, whose wholly negative Manston Airport record rules them out too.
3. Whilst the Localism Act allows for local forums for local issues, Manston Airport is a major
national asset issue according to PINS and rightly so. Recently however, Mr. Livingston has
proposed a new civic monstrosity, of a Community Consultative Committee as a novel tier of
future TDC Development Control for Manston Airport, by some local peoples’ assembly of “a
democracy of those who turn-up”, being a largely unqualified proposed peoples assembly which
is not equipped to supervise such a major business enterprise. It is almost certain to attract the
most reckless loud airport objectors, as observed in public at the recent anti-airport meeting of
Ramsgate Town Council, when Dr Ian Brooman was shouted down.
4. Also by 7 June, SHP had put forward a costly bespoke form of financial liability safeguard, to
monitor expenditures of the promoters River Oak, if they were successful in getting their DCO .
As an immediate cautionary oral response, I drew attention to the for historic legal methods of
Georgian canals and mid-Victorian railways bills; of the promoters posting a money bond. Also,
that the corresponding modern protective financial instrument is a “Bankers’ Guarantee”.
Albeit any such guarantee form could be a new Whitehall standard one, in which it may protect
the Crown Interest itself too, as potential owner of last resort of a national asset; in the unlikely
event of River Oak as airport promoters’ financial failure. Being myself a Member of Kings
College Hospital NHS Trust (since foundation) I observed the financial failure of a public/private
partnership development, of the quite new Princess Royal Hospital at Farnborough, where the
Secretary of State for Health stepped-in, to appoint KCH as more reliable overall NHS Trust
owners. That debacle was caused by very onerous and exploitative private finance partnership
costs.   Whereas, any bankers guarantee for Manston and River Oak, should seek to allow a fair
investment return only.
5. Our London Kent International Airport (LKI) expansion scheme rests upon four years research
and our Feb 1 2018 Copyright Design Revision 31, has all its notes. Also, with ample on-site space
for all aircraft and engine maintenance functions (and indeed River Oak’s plane breaking plans)
within our provisionally defined and very widely-drawn security boundaries, against terror
attack. Although, I had notified later minor amendments (especially after the very helpful
National Grid Pylons diversion, see attachments) nevertheless there may be other important
future Copyright Design component options, for consultations with Statutory Undertakers and
owners and perhaps for incorporation into notes on a future Revision 32 Drawing.
6. Especially so as to expand our design option for Runway 1 itself, by widening the existing

runway concrete southwards, onto large land areas of similar at-grade levels, occupied now by
the existing A299 dual carriageway, right alongside the airport. That widening could provide
enough land for two parallel runways and taxiing between which Design option can be
lengthened westwards, by equally widening the planned Runway 1 viaduct extension to 4km, as
shown on Revision 31. Such a dual full-length 4km Runway extension could cost but a small
fraction of the time and expense and disruption of Heathrow’s current proposals for bridging
and diverting the M25, for a now-shortened Heathrow Runway 3 plan on offer. Obviously, this
requires replacing part of the A299, for which our previous planned Trunk Road Link between
the Monkton and Richborough Roundabouts would work. While also, giving better access to our
improved 12 coach Minster Parkway Station with its easy third platform restoration. This option
superseded and economises the much more expensive four platforms KCC Cliffsend Parkway
Station, with its developer-led new housing under the flight paths. But this runways option is for
future works, which are set out now, mainly to assert my/our Outline Copyright Design and to
fend-off any opportunist design plagiarism, by incoming engineers. Thus, two parallel runways
with tarmac continuity, may be conducive to better landings and take-offs and taxiing of planes.
7. Meanwhile, Town Planning cannot disregard the obvious environmental amenity measure
indicated by ordinary house prices rises; now predictably improving in Thanet, due to partial and
as yet incomplete upgrading of railways for fast-commuter trains services to St Pancras, via
Ashford and HS1.This is not enough to alleviate long years of Thanet District decline, due to
repeated losses of major East Kent economic generators, such as :- (1) Closure of the old Kent
coalfield (brownfield); (2) Decline of U.K. beach holiday trade; (3) Closures of various UK
Defence installations (4) The US Airforce went home after the end of the Cold War.
8.Whereas, now there are two economically transformative opportunities:- (A) The Single
Runway River Oak mainly for freight. DCO, is limited but perhaps reasonable; (B) Our low-cost
extension planning for Runways 2and3 on uninhabited greenfield Ash Level should be
safeguarded. Our low-cost comprehensive redevelopment for three full-length 4km Runways
altogether, likely to cost some £3 billion overall and very reasonably by about 2022. This
economically transformative project, with two new all-hours runways in Dover District should be
safeguarded now for implementation (probably by CPO) subject to planning preferences and
sufficient initial underwriting.
9. Clearly, Manston shorter flights coupled with carbon capture require no polluting nor noise
intrusive overflying of the Home Counties or Greater London. This also coincides with last week’s
enhanced Government Commitments on Climate Change, which were well received by an
almost unanimous House of Commons.
Soon, I shall be copying this letter (for information only at present) to Mr. Nadeem Aziz, Civil
Engineers and Chief Executive of Dover District Council and also to Mr. Charlie Elphicke MP for
Dover and Deal (with copies for other MPs and possibly other public interests).
10. Finally, this letter is urgent for your information, not only because of your own timetable, but
also because I have outpatient appointments at Kings College Hospital on Tuesday June 25 and
then early on Wednesday June 26, we shall be flying-out on holiday. Therefore, I shall not be
able to attend to any possible responses (from any quarter) until later in July.
Yours faithfully,
Norman J. Winbourne FRICS, FCInst.CES, FIRRV
c.c. Existing Thanet co-Directors – Lt.Col.Dr.Ian Brooman TD FRCGP; Peter Moore (retired

Ramsgate solicitor); Rev Gordon Warren RN (Retd) AMRAeS.

Winbourne Martin French
Chartered Surveyors
Cannon Place
78 Cannon Street
London
EC4N 6HL
Tel:   0207 248 0246
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